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Disclaimer

Important Notice
DISCLAIMER
The information contained in these slides has been prepared by Tower Resources plc (the “Company”). This Presentation is being made for information purposes only and does not constitute an
offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of securities or any of the assets described in it nor shall they nor any part of them form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any
inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever or otherwise engage in any investment activity (including within the meaning specified in section 21 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000).
The information in this Presentation does not purport to be comprehensive and has not been independently verified. While this information has been prepared in good faith, no representation or
warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by the Company or any of its officers, employees, agents or advisers as to, or in relation to, the
accuracy or completeness of this Presentation, and any such liability is expressly disclaimed. In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is
given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates or prospects contained in this Presentation. Such forward-looking statements, estimates and
forecasts reflect various assumptions made by the management of the Company and their current beliefs, which may or may not prove to be correct. A number of factors could cause actual results
to differ materially from the potential results discussed in such forward-looking statements, estimates and forecasts including: changes in general economic and market conditions, changes in the
regulatory environment, business and operational risks and other risk factors. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
The cover photo in this Presentation is for illustrative purposes only and is not a photo of the Company’s assets.
The Presentation is not a prospectus nor has it been approved by the London Stock Exchange plc or by any authority which could be a competent authority for the purposes of the Prospectus
Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC). This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
The information contained in this Presentation is subject to change, completion or amendment without notice. However, the Company gives no undertaking to provide the recipient with access to
any additional information, or to update this Presentation or any additional information, or to correct any inaccuracies in it or any omissions from it which may become apparent.
Recipients of this Presentation in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell
or an invitation to purchase securities in any jurisdiction.
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Tower Resources
Summary of Assets in Africa
Cameroon appraisal and development

!
!
!
!
!

18 million bbls of Pmean recoverable contingent resources in Njonji structure on Thali block
18 million bbls+ of additional Pmean prospective resources in the same structure
Over 100 million bbls of riskier Pmean prospective resources in the North of the block
Planning for near-term production of 8,000 b/d, estimated chance of commercial success 80%
Owned 100%, operated by Tower, in process of farming out

South Africa exploration

!
!

1,411 mm boe prospect in Outeniqua basin adjacent to Total’s Brulpadda discovery blocks
Owned 50%, operated by JV partner NewAge

Namibia exploration

!

Attractive blocks in Walvis Bay/Dolphin Graben where Norsk Hydro originally encountered oil
shows

!

Owned 100%, operated by Tower
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Tower Resources

Cameroon, Rio del Rey Basin

Thali Block

THALI PSC
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Thali is in a proven producing basin
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Njonji structure alone could produce 8,000+ bbls/day
Independent CPR Best Estimate NPV10 of $119m for 18 MMbbl of Contingent Resources
at March 2020 Brent prices – well below current forward curve
DISSONI
NORTH FIELD
25 MMbbl

SHALLOW PLAYS
Contingent
Prospective
XX MMbbl =
arithmetically summed
total unrisked gross
Pmean recoverable oil
(Reserves Report, 2018)

DISSONI SOUTH
FAULT BLOCK A
37.8 MMbbl

IDENAO EAST FOI 1
37.1 MMbbl

AKONO ERONG
FAULT BLOCKS

NOT INCLUDED IN 2018
CPR

NJONJI 2
3.8 MMbbl

DISSONI SOUTH
FAULT BLOCK B
7.8 MMbbl

IDENAO EAST FOI 2
28.6 MMbbl

NJONJI 1 / SOUTH
14.2 MMbbl

NJONJI SW
1.6 MMbbl

NJONJI SOUTH
18.2 MMbbl

2.5km
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Drilling plan – first steps
•

NJOM-3 location is chosen to
provide a good location for:
– Testing of flow rates and
confirming thicknesses
– Deviating additional wells into
other parts of the structure

•

Next step is to drill three follow-on
wells from NJOM-3 location to:
– Increase production access
from Njonji 1 fault block
– Provide production from Njonji
2 fault block
– Allow production from upper
reservoir in Njonji South fault
block and test lower reservoirs
in Njonji South fault block

•

All four wells will be integrated in
one steel platform:
– NJOM- 3,4 5 & 6 conductors
will brace each other and the
platform
– All wellheads easily accessible
for a MOPU
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Current estimated timeline
•
•
•

First step is the NJOM-3 well and flow test
After we have results, then we will update reserves and resource estimates
Authorisations, planning and procurement for 3 further wells, platform and MOPU to follow

2021

2022

NJOM-3 well and DST
(Estimated end 2021)

Team and
equipment
mobilisation

2023
ANTICIPATED FIRST OIL
(From 4 wells)

AUTHORISATIONS
MOPU – contract, mobilise
Drilling
and testing
NJOM-3

2024

DRILLING &
DRILLING RIG
COMPLETION
Procurement
Program execution

PRODUCTION
Continue reservoir test during production.
POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL DRILLING
Southern section of Njonji, Northern fault blocks

NJOM-3 and subsequent time frame is dependent on several factors:
1. Rig and service company availability in Q4 – currently good
2. Asset level financing – looking good
3. COVID developments – currently unpredictable
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Potential Cash flow: Contingent Resources only
•
•
•
•

Project cash flow is very attractive even based on Contingent Resources only, at current Brent prices
Indication of first five years cash flow (four years of production) shown below
This represents recovery of around 10.8 million barrels only
Financing requirement of circa $60m (more if MOPU is purchased) of which only $15m is needed now
and for which debt financing is expected to be available after a successful flow test of NJOM-3

Source: Company projections
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Cameroon, Thali Block
Potential Cash flow: including Njonji South PR
•
•
•
•

This scenario assumes that the deeper reservoirs South of the East-West fault in Njonji are oil-bearing
Increases the pMean Recoverable Resources from around 18 million bbls to around 36 million bbls
Additional capex is reflected in, and funded from, cash flow
Still excludes all prospective resources from the Northern fault blocks

Source: Company projections
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South Africa

Operated by New Age, 50% interest
Substantial Prospective Resources in three basins, upgraded by operator in 2021
! Gamtoos Basin: Roan, Reedbuck and Steenbock prospects covered by extensive 2D
! Algoa Basin: Canyon prospect, already covered by 3D
! Outeniqua Basin: Brulpadda and Luiperd gas condensate discoveries by Total to the West successfully
tested the lower Cretaceous turbidite fan play of the Outeniqua basin slope in the deeper Albian
Prospect/Lead

Basin

Roan
Reedbuck
Steenbok

Gamtoos
Gamtoos
Gamtoos

Lead 1

Gamtoos

Canyon

Targets/Play

Syn-Rift Basin Floor
Strat trap

Algoa:
Post-Rift Canyon
Uitenhage
fill
D e e p w a t e r Outeniqua
Post-Rift Canyon
S l o p e a n d Basin
fed basin slope and
Basin Floor Fan Slope
deep water fan

Mean Prospective
Resources
(unrisked operator
estimates)
(MMboe
Recoverable)
211
127
66
135
33
1,401
1,983

3D acquisition over Outeniqua leads planned for 2022,
may be farmed out
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Namibia

New license granted in October 2019
PEL 96 covers Blocks 1910A, 1911 & 1912B

!
!
!
!

Operator: Tower with 80% interest
Local partner and Namcor to hold 20%

Significant
hydrocarbon
shows

Very large area of 23,297 km2
Tower knows these blocks very well from PEL 6

Northern Walvis Basin / Dolphin Graben

!

1911/15-1 (1990s) encountered three source rock
intervals and recovered oil from Albian carbonates

!

More recent drilling supports presence of an oil
prone petroleum system

!
!

ANGOLA
NAMIBIA

KUNENE 1

TOWER RESOURCES

EXXON AWARD
& FARMIN
(2019)

New licence awarded

Oil shows
1911/15-1

Wingat 1 - oil recovered to surface
Cormorant 1 - wet gas signatures
(indicative of oil)

Work programme currently preparing for
additional 3D data acquisition in 2023+

!

EXXON / SONANGOL
MOU (DEC 2018)

Multiple large structural traps/stacked targets
already identified
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Wet gas signatures
(indicative of oil)

CORMORANT 1
(TULLOW, 2018)

38 - 42° API
oil to surface
WINGAT 1

EXXON
FARMIN (2018)

MUROMBE 1

WALVIS
BAY
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Namibia

Multiple Plays, Stacked Targets
!

!

Norsk Hydro wells (mid-1990s) proved
presence of:

!

Thick Palaeocene, Maastrichtian &
Campanian turbidite sands

!

Good quality Albian carbonate
reservoirs

Multiple large structural traps identified and
mapped on existing 2D seismic

Giant 4-way Dip Closures in West of the license,
and large structures in Dolphin Graben
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!

Alpha and Gamma structures have potential in
excess of 1 billion bbls each

!

Large structures (Leads ‘A’ to ‘D’) within the core
of the Dolphin Graben - close to source kitchen

!

Multiple stacked reservoir targets

!

Upside potential in stratigraphic plays
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Tower Resources
Summary of Assets in Africa
Cameroon appraisal and development

!
!
!
!
!

18 million bbls of Pmean recoverable contingent resources in Njonji structure on Thali block
18 million bbls+ of additional Pmean prospective resources in the same structure
Over 100 million bbls of riskier Pmean prospective resources in the North of the block
Planning for near-term production of 8,000 b/d, estimated chance of commercial success 80%
Owned 100%, operated by Tower, in process of farming out

South Africa exploration

!
!

1,411 mm boe prospect in Outeniqua basin adjacent to Total’s Brulpadda discovery blocks
Owned 50%, operated by JV partner NewAge

Namibia exploration

!

Attractive blocks in Walvis Bay/Dolphin Graben where Norsk Hydro originally encountered oil
shows

!

Owned 100%, operated by Tower
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www.towerresources.co.uk
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